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By Henry Israeli

FOUR WAY BOOKS, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. god s breath hovering across the waters begins with the story of Arthur Penzias s discovery of
the echo of the big bang through a cryogenic microwave receiver and from there explodes into a
meditation on the author s mother s untimely and tragic death. Memories, history, war, science,
horror movies, space exploration, and the RCA dog are just some of the subjects that expand and
contract, intersect and repel, throughout the arc of the collection. Praise for previous books: Such
lovely doubts in these poems.These rescues are almost always simply human--a couple making
love, a child drawing--as the edge here, the dread, is so humanly complex. This is simultaneously a
raw and restrained book. Israeli doesn t spew or explain but remains open to the need so
consistently embodied in these poems. --Bob Hicok Israeli is visceral and brilliant, intransigent in his
doubts. His poems lead deeper into the wilderness--toward the human, the ambivalent, the paradox
Dorothy Day called a hard and dreadful love. --D. Nurkse.
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to clarify. I could comprehended almost everything using this published e publication. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Lor i Ter r y-- Lor i Ter r y

The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III--  Dr . Cor die Upton III
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